ELECTION OF 2021-2022
OFFICERS AND MEMBERS-AT-LARGE
OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

PRESIDENT-ELECT
Sherry Levin Wallach, White Plains

SECRETARY
Taa R. Grays, New York City

TREASURER
Domenick Napoletano, Brooklyn

DISTRICT VICE PRESIDENTS

FIRST:       SEVENTH:
Michael McNamara, New York City
Diana S. Sen, New York City
Mark J. Moretti, Rochester

SECOND:       EIGHTH:
Aimee L. Richter, Brooklyn
Kathleen M. Sweet, Buffalo

THIRD:       NINTH:
Robert T. Schofield, IV, Albany
Hon. Adam Seiden, Mount Vernon

FOURTH:       TENTH:
Nancy Sciocchetti, Saratoga Springs
Donna England, Centerech

FIFTH:       ELEVENTH:
Jean Marie Westlake, East Syracuse
David Louis Cohen, Kew Gardens

SIXTH:       TWELFTH:
Richard C. Lewis, Binghamton
Michael A. Marinaccio, White Plains

THIRTEENTH:
Orin J. Cohen, Staten Island

AT-LARGE MEMBERS OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Sandra Rivera, Albany
Thomas J. Marrone, New York City
LaMarr Jackson, Rochester (Diversity Seat)
Simeon H. Baum, New York City (Section Seat)